
Keep safety rules when working with resin.
For safety reasons, and due to the complexity of construction,
this kit is recommended only for advanced modellers.  
The kit  contains small parts, keep it out of the reach of children. 
Glue and paints not included
Contains resin parts,   and 180 1 plastic parts and wires 
needed for assembly

80 PE parts

Instructions and photos  by Libor, as published at Military 
Modelling Website:
http://www.militarymodelling.com/forums/postings.asp?th=48316

No.35112

1/35 German covered G10 wagon 

180 
180 
+ plastic parts and wires needed for assembly
decals for 3 cars (2 German + 1 in Allied service)

 resin parts
   PE parts

instructions and references on CD 

contains 1 highly detailed and accurate model 

Made in EU

keep safety rules for work with resin

WWW.LZmodels.com

glue and paints not included
suitable for advanced modellers

The G10  is one of the most known and also infamous German wagons. 
With some changes of design produced in thousands pieces since 19th century, 
earlier with brake cab mounted up at roof level, later  without it, these wagons 
were used widely in German rail service to transport goods and often animals 
as well. During the WWII they became an important part of any military train 
heading the battlefield, filled with supplies or soldiers, and they were also used 
to transport all enemies of the nation to concentration camps. They could 
vary in small details, depending on manufacturer and year of production. 



Assembly:
This job is easy, once again it is very important to keep eye on right angle in any corner, also perfectly flat 
working surface is a need. Just small cleaning where connectors to feeders were placed - these sides will be 
turned to the floor anyway. I completed frame beams, dry-fitted in assembly slots first, because frame 
construction needs exactly the same length like floor sections glued together - these are different ones for 
outside and inside, both by two (if needed, the long beams can be set up by a little sanding) and finally 
I glued all together.



From brake sprue I cut out a hook spring, and glued in two short pieces of plastic rod. It will be glued 
between central beams and plastic rod will be used to connect it to both hooks. It is simple thing to reduce 
shocks, when train starts moving. Side channels assembled then. Rivets for spring holders have to be always
down, group of 6 rivets needs to be directed out to the buffers at both sides, while groups of 4 rivets are faced 
inside. Very little sanding might be needed to get exact length of channels - simply any resin castings always 
shrink a bit, so these parts are about 0,2mm longer than they need to be - to avoid trouble with short sides. 
All side channels are then glued to the floor, to keep right distance I used one of the short brackets, which will 
be assembled later - but now it helped well to have sides straight and right. End of this bracket has to stand 
with edge of the floor. Finally hook spring is glued between beams, and PE reinforcements took their place

out

out



PE “a” or “c” optional

Continued with the chassis, sliders for bearing housings are assembled, and spring hangers then. Rivets on them 
correspond with rivets on side channel, what makes assembly very easy. Cross beams are to be fitted just like 
seen in pictures, they all are mounted on PE reinforcements. Wheels with axles and bearing housings dropped 
in place then with springs to check dry fitting. These will be glued in my next step and all secured with brackets. 
Lettering - cast firm name of Czech well known industry manufacturer - is nicely reproduced in resin as well.









Worked with PE parts, I have assembled holders for brake equipment, and spring holders on bogies. 



Now I will start brake system. There are plenty of PE parts involved in brake system. I decided to go for soldering 
this time. For the pins 1mm diameter styrene rod used. In my case it is partly glued and partly fixed by melting 
of styrene using a lighter



Brake arms completed with couplers, then their hangers mounted on both sides and finally whole things 
assembled on chassis. Once finished, I glued on place brake block´s hangers and at the end the blocks 
themselves. All fixed with drop thin C/A glue to keep brakes in right position.









Here I should have mentioned assembly of brake operating rods. 1mm rod is flattened in small pliers. Then I drill 
1mm diameter hole for a pin, which will be mounted between two arms. But this needs to be done before these
 arms are completed together. Another way is similar, but seems to be easier and works just perfectly. Here is also 
hole drilled in flattened plastic rod, and then partly opened - rod can be just clicked in right position on pin 
connecting two brake arms.



I assembled all operating rods for brakes, there are only two left to connect whole system to cylinder operating arms later.



Then I added air tank with PE brackets and plain brake cylinder. It is mounted on two styrene strips and short 
cylinder rod is fixed about 1mm above frame cross beam.



Brake operating arms and rods - once again I used 1mm styrene rod flattened where needed. First I cut the 
lengths taken during dry - fit assembly, then I glued these rods on bottom parts of PE arms together with spring 
made from 0,4mm brass wire, and finally put on opposite ones. For pins I used thin slices of 1mm rod glued in 
holes in PE parts. Whole thing was placed in position, rods connected to brake operators, and at the end I 
added front cylinder driver made from bend brass wire. 





I glued on buffers (flat ones on left side) and got ready couplers.

More work with wire followed, I glued on simple security brackets for cylinder arms and also brackets for 
brake block rods







Now I added PE handles to brake regulators, and short piece of wire got the right look of it. Both regulators are 
assembled on the cylinder, now I made up a rod for brake equipment air depletion valve, 0,3mm copper wire used. 
The some one was handy to make short hangers and finally all was assembled together and fixed with drop of C/A 
in valve lever hole.







Continued on chassis, I have assembled brake power switch operating rod and connected to the switch itself. 
Then I glued on air line made of 1,2mm styrene rod and fixed with PE brackets. 
Pipes to connect all the parts 
are made from 0,6mm wire





Also small hangers in frame corners have taken place. My work on underneath is almost finished. I have just added 
levers to operate brake switch - made of a tiny bit of plastic rod. Also riveted reinforcements to support compactness 
of the chassis have been added



Riveted metal strips to hold together wooden planks are part of castings, and they have to face the interior. 
First and last narrow side sections show tiny riveted angles - front and rear walls are to be fitted in the slot. This 
allows to adjust width of the walls if needed - just to meet exactly the width of the floor. Dry - fitted first, and 
then secured with a few drops of super thin C/A. Opposite wall assembled as well, and now is right time to start 
with other wall sections. Usually I do dry fit for any part first, when everything is all right, I glue pieces together 
- always keeping eye on right angles everywhere. Wall section glued on one by one, and then riveted strips from 
inside and channels from outside mounted. The last ones are designed on the top to meet a metal strip lined 
around wagon sides below the roof. To make roof masters I used metal sheet, which made pretty nice metal 
looking like surface.













Now there are more small parts to start with. Before that I went for sliding doors. 0,6mm wire used to make 
handles, most PE parts assembled and supporting wheels fitted. Both doors completed and ready to be mounted 
on, also riveted channels glued on front and rear wall. These are a bit longer than the channels used on sides. 
Then I got ready some small pieces for later, step boards, air hoses made of suitable wire isolation, air valves and 
few more things. PE parts for sliding doors are also ready









Started with a rail for sliding door. First I soldered 4 holders - 2 left and 2 right ones - noticeable in the picture, 
these will be glued inside the channels, so I took exact proportions between them from my build. Then I soldered 
4 supporting holders, which will be mounted on bottom floor later. There will be two other holders, but they are 
more complicated, and I will add them later as well. Below the floor a frame like holders are mounted. These are 
left and right ones, and their assembly is well shown in pictures. Just four of them 2+2 need a piece of 2,5x0,75mm
 styrene strip, they will be mounted below the doors, where long side channels are not presented.



Assembling the rails - I simply glued first two holders on the right into channels, then I secured holding strips 
with C/A, and finally glued two other holders on frame like parts with styrene strip I had ready from previous 
step. Then I took distance from wagon chassis side channel to the rail, using a piece of styrene strip. I used its 
length to bend the other holders. I checked a few times to get right shape, then I cut out leftover of PE part and 
soldered it together. Finished bit was assembled on the rail - using solder again - and the rest of it glued in place.







Once both rails finished, I put first door on the rail (I want this one closed) and secured it with a few drops of glue. 
More details added then as shown in pictures, but still good few to go. At opposite side the door is open to see 
inside. Generally the door can be assembled in any position, what seems to be good option for diorama builders.







Most parts assembled, stepboards, handles, air hoses and others. Many of these were welded on the wagon body, 
so I used a good bit of glue to get these joints looking like that. To finish this build, I have to do sliding rods above 
the doors and finally the roof. 







The roof: first I glued sections together, then I assembled roof rails made of 1,1x1,6 styrene underneath and 
finally 2,5x0,25mm strips to secure "sheets covering top of the roof". It would be nice to add rivet lines in the 
centre of every strip. For my build I used only plain roof castings, but final moulds will have riveted lines on 
their sides. These roofs used to be covered with 1-8 metal sheets, depending on wagon, manufacturer and so on. 
In many cases just tar paper was used. 



Finished roof glued on, using 5 min. epoxy, first one long side. When cured, I used hair dryer to heat up slightly 
other three sides of the roof in a few steps - when resin got a bit softer, it sat down perfectly on sidewalls without 
any gaps. It does not mean that fitting was bad, there was just tiny gap at one side - resin cures few days, and any 
piece can bend during this time more or less - its just good to know that it can be fixed easily.

When all glued together, I chopped short pieces from riveted strip, and placed them in their positions - where the 
opposite ones are cast on sidewalls. At very end I made 4 pieces from 2,5x0,5 styrene, drilled holes in them and 
mounted them together with 0,6 rod to make up sliding rod for the doors. Then PE cover was added



Decals





Some pictures of the later type wagon 
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